Abstract. Accurately modeling and predicting performance for largescale applications becomes increasingly difficult as system complexity scales dramatically. Analytic predictive models are useful, but are difficult to construct, usually limited in scope, and often fail to capture subtle interactions between architecture and software. In contrast, we employ multilayer neural networks trained on input data from executions on the target platform. This approach is useful for predicting many aspects of performance, and it captures full system complexity. Our models are developed automatically from the training input set, avoiding the difficult and potentially error-prone process required to develop analytic models. This study focuses on the high-performance, parallel application SMG2000, a much studied code whose variations in execution times are still not well understood. Our model predicts performance on two large-scale parallel platforms within 5%-7% error across a large, multidimensional parameter space.
Introduction
With rising architecture and software complexity, it becomes increasingly difficult to accurately model and predict performance for large-scale applications. Analytic models often fail to capture subtle interactions between architecture and software. Furthermore, they usually must be constructed manually in a long and often error-prone process. In this paper, we address these problems with the help of machine learning techniques. We gather performance samples from multiple executions of an application, and use this data to automatically construct performance models by training multilayer neural networks. Since we take input data from executions on the target platform, we capture full system complexity, without having to manually model architectural details. Our approach is useful for a wide range of application performance prediction problems. Our techniques are particularly well suited to mining performance databases or to extend fast, parameter-specific models. Here we focus on SMG2000, a semicoarsening multigrid solver based on the hypre library [4] . We develop application-specific performance models for parallel architectures, enabling prediction of runtime or other important characteristics across a large input parameter space with high dimension. SMG's sixdimensional parameter space describes both shape of the workload per processor and logical processor topology. These parameters have substantial impact on runtime, as shown in Figure 1 . For a fixed working set size-a fixed subvolume size per CPU-runtime varies by up to 5×. Although SMG has been studied extensively and an analytic model describing communication requirements exists [1] , the code's variations in execution time are not well understood (partly due to SMG's complex, recursive algorithm). The analytic model is restricted to cubic workloads and only describes communication complexity; it is not designed to represent architectural details. Extending it for arbitrarily shaped workloads is possible, but would be extremely complex, and the result would likely be intractable. Worse, adding architectural features is infeasible. Our automatic, empirical modeling approach overcomes these limitations without knowledge of the application or algorithms.
We demonstrate how we use neural networks to construct our models, and we identify the two major challenges of this approach: avoiding noise in the dataset, and choosing an appropriate sampling technique for the training phase of the neural network. The latter is necessary to avoid a bias toward short runtimes, since those exhibit a higher relative error. To correct this skew, we develop new functions that scale error by the runtime of the training samples. The resulting model can predict SMG2000's performance on two large-scale parallel platforms within 5%-7% error across a large, multi-dimensional parameter space.
We use machine learning models to predict application performance across a large, multidimensional parameter space defined by program inputs. We first collect a sample dataset by choosing a collection of points spread regularly across the parameter space; we obtain performance results for these on actual hardware. We reserve a portion of this dataset as a test to report the final performance of our models, and never train on this data. Next, we randomly separate the remainder of the data into training and validation sets, where the former is used to adjust model parameters through a learning algorithm, and the latter is used to assess the performance of the current model at each step during training. After training, we query the final model to obtain predictions for points in the full parameter space, and report the accuracy of our model on points not included in our training or validation sets.
Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are a class of machine learning models that map a set of input parameters to a set of target values. Figure 2 shows an example neural network architecture. The network is composed of a set of units that process the value at their inputs and produce a single scalar value. These values are then multiplied by a set of weights and communicated to other units within the network. Each edge in Figure 2 represents a weight, and each node represents a unit. The set of incoming edges at each unit indicates the set of values communicated to it. In this specific network architecture, the input parameters are placed at the first (lowest) layer, and information flows from bottom to top. The units that produce the final predictions are output units, and those that receive input parameters are input units (input units simply pass incoming values to all of their outgoing edges). In addition, one or more layers of hidden units may be part of the network architecture. Hidden units process the outputs of other units, and, in turn pass their own outputs to another set of (hidden or output) units. The representational power of a neural network (the set of functions it can represent) can be increased by adding hidden units and layers. Every unit in a given layer receives values from all units in the layer below it, and hence this type of ANN architecture is called a multilayer fully connected feedforward neural network. Figure 2 shows a feedforward neural network with three input units, one output unit, and a single layer of four hidden units.
At each step during training, a new example is presented at the network's input layer. At each layer, every unit forms a weighted sum of the incoming values and associated weights. This sum is then processed by an activation function that produces the output of that unit. In this study, we use fully connected feedforward neural networks with the sigmoid function as the activation function. Figure 3 shows the operation of the sigmoid activation function on the weighted sum of inputs (depicted immediately right of the summation in Figure 3 ) to form the unit's result output. After a prediction on the current example, the weights in the network are updated in proportion to their contribution to the error. Other types of predictive models may be applied to performance (see Section 4). Here we limit our scope to ANNs for three reasons. First, ANNs permit target values and inputs/outputs to be discrete, continuous, or a mix, allowing them to perform well in both regression and classification problems and to learn from various types of attributes describing performance prediction problems. Second, ANNs need not know the form of the target function in advance. Third, ANNs tend to work well with possibly noisy data, making them ideal for training on performance results collected in the presence of system noise. Figure 4 shows results of an initial performance prediction study consisting of 13.2K data points. A standard, fully connected feedforward neural network with 16 hidden units is trained on 10K points, and predictions are made on the remaining 3.2K. Despite training on a large portion of the parameter space, in most cases model accuracy is low. Average test error is 13.8% with a standard deviation of 14.8%-excessively high for performance prediction purposes.
Application to Performance Prediction
Poor accuracy of standard feedforward neural networks on this dataset results from two factors. First, system activities sharing resources with application threads create nondeterministic variations in performance, yielding significant noise in the dataset. Accuracy on future runs can never exceed this noise level. This imposes a fundamental limit on model accuracy for future datasets. Second, the training algorithm that adjusts network weights is unsuitable for reducing percentage error. By default, the backpropagation training algorithm tries to reduce absolute mean-squared-error. During training, examples on which the model makes higher absolute error are given greater weight, even though this error may be small in relative terms as a percentage of the target value. Given two test cases t 1 and t 2 , where runtime of t 1 is 100 seconds and of t 2 is 1 second, an error of 0.5 seconds is given equal weight for both, even though the percentage error varies drastically between the two examples (0.5% vs. 50%).
Required Network Refinements
Applying ANNs to application performance prediction requires both a mechanism for reducing noise during data collection and a technique to train the networks for percentage error. Reducing the noise level dictates that the difference between performance results from two different runs with the same input parameters be kept as small as possible. On certain computing platforms where operating system activity is minimal (e.g, BlueGene/L), this problem is either nonexistent or negligible. On other platforms, we find that reserving at least one processor per node for system processing greatly alleviates noise. Once noise levels are acceptably diminished, a mechanism for training the neural network to reduce percentage error is needed. We combine a sampling technique called stratification, and an ensemble learning mechanism called bagging (bootstrap aggregation). Stratification replicates each point in the dataset by a factor proportional to the inverse of its target value such that, during training, the network sees points with small target values many more times than it sees those with large absolute values. As a result, the training algorithm puts varying amounts of emphasis on different regions of the search space, making the right tradeoffs when setting weights to minimize percentage error. We apply bagging to train an ensemble of models from the dataset, averaging predictions from the ensemble to reduce model variance. 
Experiments
We present results of applying our technique to performance prediction of SMG on the Thunder and BlueGene/L systems at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Architectural features of these systems on which data is taken are detailed in Table 1. Table 2 shows program parameters. For the BlueGene/L dataset, we keep 1K random samples for final testing only (we do not train on these points) and report the accuracy of our model on this data. Similarly, we separate 1.3K data points for testing in the Thunder dataset. Figure 6 (a) shows a learning curve that indicates how the accuracy of the neural network changes as the size of the training set is increased for the BlueGene/L dataset. At a training set size of 250 points, the average error on the test set is nearly 12.3%, and the standard deviation of error across the test set is 8.7%. At this point, the training set is too small and contains too little information to build a highly accurate model. As training set size increases, error Table 2 . Application parameters decreases sharply, showing that the model benefits significantly from the additional information included in the dataset at each point. Eventually, the curves begin to flatten, as any additional data presented to the network contains only incremental new information. When 2.25K of the 3.25K total points are used for training, the error rate of the of the network falls to 6.7%. Similarly, the standard deviation of the error decreases with increasing training set size. Thunder's learning curves ( Figure 6(b) ) follow the same trends. With 500 data points, the error rate on the test set is 12.28%. The error falls sharply as more data points are added, reaching 5.4% at a training set size of 3K. Further increases in training set size result in diminishing improvements, and at a training set size of 5K points, the network achieves 4.9% error. Similarly, the standard deviation ranges from 8.4%-4.4% between 500-5K points.
The results indicate that the accuracy of our approach can be quite high given enough training points. The size of the parameter space is much, much larger than the total number of points we have collected. We sparsely step through the SMG2000 parameters to obtain our dataset. Therefore, our approach is easily applicable to learning from performance databases that contain results for a sparse sampling of parameters. In addition,the amount of time required to train a model ranges between 1-15 minutes on a typical workstation with a 3.0GHz Pentium 4 processor and 1GB of main memory, making it easy to build parameterized performance models much more efficiently than most analytical models.
Related Work
Other approaches to performance prediction include analytic models. Space prevents our providing a full treatment of related work, but Karkhanis and Smith [5] give an excellent review of prior work in architectural performance prediction.
Marin and Mellor-Crummey [7] semi-automatically measure and model program characteristics, predicting application behavior based on properties of the architecture, properties of the binary, and application inputs. Their toolkit provides a set of predefined functions, and the user may add customized functions to this library if the set of existing functions is too restrictive. In contrast to our work, they vary the input size in only one dimension, and they cannot account for some important architectural parameters, such as cache associativity in their memory reuse modeling. Our six-dimensional space would make use of their approach much more difficult, significantly increasing the number of required samples as well as the search space for the best analytic function (as a weighted sum of given base functions along each parameter dimension).
Carrington et al. [2] develop a framework for predicting performance of scientific applications, demonstrating its effectiveness on LINPACK and an ocean modeling application. The approach is built on a convolution method that represents a computational mapping of an application signature onto a machine profile. Simple benchmark probes create the machine profiles, and a separate tool generates the application signatures. Extending the convolution method allows them to go from modeling kernels to whole benchmarks to full-scale HPC applications [3] . This automated approach relies on the generation of several traces, delivering predictions with accuracies of between 4.6 and 8.4%, depending on the sampling rates of those traces. Using full traces obviously gives the best performance, but such trace generation can slow application execution by almost three orders of magnitude. Some applications demonstrate better predictability than others, and for these trace reduction techniques work well: prediction accuracies range from 0.1 to 8.7% on different platforms. This work is complementary to our own, and the two approaches may work well in combination. The analytic models could provide the bootstrap data, and our models could give them full application input parameter generality.
Kerbyson et al. [6] present a highly accurate, predictive analytical model that encompasses the performance and scaling characteristics of SAGE, a multidimensional hydrodynamics code with adaptive mesh refinement. As with the model presented here, inputs to their parametric model come from machine performance information, such as latency and bandwidth, along with application characteristics, such as problem size and decomposition. They validate the prediction accuracy of the model against measurements on two large-scale ASCI systems. In addition to predicting performance, their model can yield insight into performance bottlenecks. Their application-centric modeling approach requires static analysis of the code: a detailed model must be developed for each application of interest.
Karkhanis and Smith [5] construct a first-order model of superscalar microprocessors. Their approach is intuitive, provides insight, and is reasonably accurate, finding that their performance estimates are between five and 13% accurate with respect to detailed simulations of the applications they study. The model's analytic core incorporates cache and branch predictor statistics gathered from functional-level trace driven simulation. They target uniprocessors, and while intuitive, the approach is largely ad hoc and currently limited in the architectural features it models. Their model is more appropriate for studying proposed architectures, whereas we predict performance on existing platforms.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a machine learning approach to application performance prediction-multilayer neural networks-and have refined and adapted this approach to yield highly accurate results for SMG2000 on two different highperformance platforms. Our approach is especially attractive for its ease of use and its obliviousness to details of application internals. This makes it ideal for mining performance databases to make performance predictions. While promising, this approach still presents some challenges in making it generally useful in the absence of an existing database. The time required to gather each data point in the training set is larger than we would like, for instance. Reducing the number of points required in our training datasets is one promising direction of current research.
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